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Introduction to GUI with SwingAddison Wesley, 2005
Modern operating systems such as Microsoft’s Windows, Apple’s MacOS, and the different Unix-based versions such as Linux or Solaris use a graphical interface to communicate with the user. The communication consists of information displayed by programs and actions and commands issued by the user. This book is an introduction to graphic...
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Upgrading & Fixing Laptops For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Keep your laptop on top of its game!
Find out how to care for your laptop, what can go wrong, and what you can fix      

A laptop is much more than a PC that shrank. It has unique needs, and this book shows you how to meet them. You'll discover how to diagnose and fix common problems, replace parts, add external upgrades, and develop...
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Building Online Stores with osCommerce: Professional Edition: Learn how to design, build, and profit from a sophisticated online business.Packt Publishing, 2005
The book can be read from front to back, but each chapter is self contained so the reader can skip chapters to read those that they are interested in. Each chapter will move from basic to advanced where applicable and also relate what the administrator (reader) is doing to how this affects what the client sees on the site. 

  So, for...
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North Korea: The Struggle Against American PowerPluto Press, 2005

	George W. Bush's infamous remark about the 'Axis of Evil' brought North Korea dramatically back into the international spotlight. During the late 1990s relations between North Korea and the US and its allies were on the mend. However, the election of George W. Bush resulted in renewed crisis. The nuclear accord between the two...
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Performance Tuning for Linux(R) ServersIBM Press, 2005
Proven techniques for optimizing web, file, print, database, and application  servers Practical introductions to open source performance management tools  Easy-to-understand examples based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Novell SUSE  Linux Enterprise ServerAn indispensable guide to maximizing Linux system and  application performanceFrom Wall...
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Pivot Table Data Crunching (Business Solutions)Que, 2005
Become a savvy Microsoft Excel user. Pivot tables are a great feature in Excel that help you organize and analyze data, but not many Excel users know how to use pivot tables. Pivot Table Data Crunching offers a comprehensive review of all the functionalities of Pivot Tables from author ...
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Buying a Computer For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Flat display? Satellite modem? What do YOU need?
Decide what you want your computer to do, and then pick the parts that get you there     

If your top priority is cool multimedia, you have different computer needs from your pal who can't wait to play games online. Follow Dan's proven system, and you'll come out with the right stuff, buy...
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JavaTech, an Introduction to Scientific and Technical Computing with JavaCambridge University Press, 2005
Java is a serious language suitable for demanding applications in science and
engineering. Really, we promise! Java offers a lot more than just those little
applets in your Web browser.

In JavaTech we focus on how Java can perform useful tasks in technical computing.
These tasks might involve an animated simulation to...
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Beginning Database Design (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2005
Database design involves how to best structure the tables and queries that are used with databases in order to provide optimum performance, storage, manageability, and flexibility. With relational databases, you can use those tables to organize your data and retrieve information from your database. This book provides you with an easy-to-understand...
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Pro J2ME Polish: Open Source Wireless Java Tools SuiteApress, 2005
Pro J2ME Polish: Open Source Wireless Java Tools Suite is written for wireless and other mobile Java programmers who want to "polish" their efficiency and acquire in-depth knowledge about programming real-world J2ME applications. It also uncovers all common device limitations and quirks, and explains how these can be...
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Computer Viruses: from theory to applications (Collection IRIS)Springer, 2005
This book deals with computer viruses envisaged from three different points of view, namely the theoretical fundamentals of computer virology, algorithmic and practical aspects of viruses and their potential applications to various areas. The theoretical formalization by means of Turing machines, self-reproducing automata and recursive functions...
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Computational Intelligence, Theory and Applications: International Conference 8th Fuzzy Days in Dortmund, Germany, Sept. 29-Oct. 01, 2004Springer, 2005
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th Dortmund Fuzzy Days, held in Dortmund, Germany, 2004. The Fuzzy-Days conference has established itself as an international forum for the discussion of new results in the field of Computational Intelligence. All the papers had to undergo a thorough review guaranteeing a solid quality of the...
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